Introduction
In the history of data processing to date, we can clearly distinguish two particular trends, the trends toward :
-data independence -data usability In every area involving user/system interaction we can trace a steady improvement in the quality and level of the human interface. The trend is always away from the irrelevant complexities of the underlying machine and physical data organization and toward a higher and more casual user-oriented level of expression. An obvious example is the progression from machine code to simple assemblers, to macro assemblers, to high level procedural languages, to high level non-procedural languages, to object-oriented languages (using the abstract data type concept), and to program generators. At the same time the computation power kept on increasing in a wide range as a result of the introduction of computer networks which offer a number of advantages in providing efficient and economical computing to the users. The time is ripe for the next step in this progression which leads to a cross-section namely distributed data bases.
These evolutions have had a huge impact on the design of security systems in the DBMS. Initially, the security system was not an independent module of the DBMS. It relied heavily on the security system of the underlying operating system (it was also a para~.lelevolution with the access-methods of the information systems). Then the need for more powerful controls,for a finer grain of protection,and the inadequacy of identification/authentication schemes,led to the design of security systems as acmpc nent of a DBMS. An intermediate step was associated with the advent of logical data independence in information systems. This feature has led to the concept of subschema or view used in DBMS to give the users some restricted pictures of the schema ("sensitive" segments in IMS...). This cow cept is of primary importance for security purposes(non-data.dependent security)since users cannot see and have acces~to":the hidden data. Subsequently the advent of high level non-procedural languages made it possible to define control systems which were no longer "non-discretionaryoriented." This trend is in general noticeable in relational-system research (in SYSTEM-R, the "user is'!the data base administrator (DBA)). A DENS will be said to be "general-purpoSetIwhen it offers a high-level rlOn-P?33ce-dural interfac? to the users;i.e. it appends a new degree of data independence -independence with regard to the access strategies-.
Presentation of Data Security
Definitions Data security is a major concern in computer systems today and this is reflected in current literature. Data security is a crucial issue in the data management systems (DBMS),more important than in any other type of software. AS a matter of fact,data are the most sensitive part of any system and its loss or compromise can have disastrous consequences.
A data base,in contrast with a file,may be viewed as a dynamic model for some real-life system which can be shared by a large population of users having different needs,rather than a passive collection Qf data. Because of the possibility to retrieve large amounts of integrated and ?~terreSated data via a powerful and convenient user interface,data security needs to be clearly defined and designed as a component module of a general-purpose DBMS. Data security is intrinsically twofold; it includes the privacy protection and the soundness of the stored information. Maintaining the security of the data base can be vie~ed as protec~ing the data against illegal or invalid retrieval or modification. The first aspect of data security concerns access control in direct access and in 'Iindirect!t access to --. <~e-d~t~so as to rest~l~+~uge%%~o retri----eve only the data structures or values for which they receive authorization.The second aspect is called integrity,which basically encompasses two major features: the update synchronization of shared data by concurrent users ("external int~rit~') and the correctness of-d=ta-m~i~ication --depending on predefine constraints ("internal integrity"). Both aspects re---..---~. quire system rout~nes for surveillance, threat monitoring,...(privacy protection), journaling,dumping,resilienc>-, ..(integrity). Moreover, the unique identification and authentication (based on properties of the requesting or requested entities are needed before performing security controls. We shall not consider here these aspects of data security and assume these information are provided by the underlying operating system (given to the DBMS in the form of a user profile.) TO summarize, let us say that data security mechanisms must ensure that a user is authorized to have access to data for the performance of specified operations, that any changes resulting from a user~s alteration of the data base are valid without affecting the consistency of the whole data base.
Discretionary versus non-discretionary security systems.
It is important to specify the kind of user interface we want for a DBMS. Most of the existing security systems are l~non-discretionaryfl, non-discretionary in the sense that the DBA(s) define the security system and its protection data which cannot be changed at the discretion of users. Examples of such systems arẽ ltransaction-oriented " systems,where application designers define application programs and decide what information should be available and accessible to the applications 75 . An extreme example is a military security system where a double hierarchy is defined, ,including a hierarchy of objects associated with 'trights't,and a hiera of subjects related to ttclearancests $%$7 , 66. Such systems enable a security formalization and the confinement problem is argued to be decidable 47. What is interesting about these systems which can model many real time environments is their simple implementation (with some restricting provisions limiting the communications between sensitiv levels like the '&propertyft defined in $2 and their strict security policies which could be required in some particular situations. However these systems,which embody policies, (instead of mechanisms) are not flexible, and do not meet the basic goals of general -purpose which must be reflected in the security system,such as ad-hoc processing, casual user orientation,and powerful user interface. 'l?he~efore,casual oriented systems ('discretionary" systems) considered in the literature I,yreef:;; the remainder of this paper we do not make distinctions between discretionary and non-discretionary systems (except in explicit cases). We want to pay particular attention to security mechanisms in which different policies (hierarchies...) could be embedded. Granting/revocation of access rigts Generally speaking,authorization is the responsibility of the DBA or someone delegated by the DBA. The ability to delegate security functions and access rights is of practical importance, Any user in a general DBMS should potentially be authorized to create new data structuresvselectively grant and revoke authorizations for his objects to other Z~Z~?:~~bki3gh~or the detailed descripi.nterestedreader can tion of mechanisms which tackle this issue.
Consideration of the objectives of a general-purpose DBMS for data security General-purpo8e DBMS represent thecurrent step in the evolution of the information system. These are characterized by the following objectives which are presented with their consequences for the security system :
;Jata independence(logical and physical, 14, 1 b,zegarding access-paths 69)
This basic objective implies a clear distinction between the functional levels of the DBMS (external,conceptual,access-path, internal levels). Since a user only manipulates logical entities contained in the schema or subschema,the representation of the security features must be done at the logical level (protection of logical entities...). Logical independence impli?s the definition of views or subschemswhich are manipulated by the end-users. The intrinsic property of subschemas is that they offer a direct protection of the hidden data (value-independent security). However,a consequence of the definition of complex subschemas(as in the relational data model) is the existence of in-~~% 1~'~ch "nvolved between the two ema-subschema),and the logical level-physical level. This mapping is very important for security purposes since the modifications or secu~it~con-trols(locking...)which are performed at he logical level,must correctly propagate down to the Dhvsical level for Protection to be main~a~ned. !Thismappins hould be reliable for the security mechñ isms stated at the logical level. The separation of the DBMS in different functional levels renders possible a microscopic access to the data by a malevolent or mas--ed user;this would require some form of encryption of data stored in the physical device.*
Data relatability
This objective concerns the schema definition and specification which must faithfully model some real world environment. In order that this representation be reliable (basic need for security),we require a theoretical and rigorous foundation of the treatment of data. This can be done through an axiomatization of the schema to generate the logical structure in the most automatic fashion possible. Relatability could be enhanced by the use of abstract data types in the schema specification and in the application programs. Since the schema models the real world environment,it must embody the security features as part of the data definition. The real world environment is dy-= therefore. the security system . .
must have dynamic characteristics. Since an end-user need not know the ever-than ging characteristics of the security system for convenience reasons, the system will have to manage them in a transparent fashion for users,by considering some forms of query modification at the query language level or at the subschema level. Another consequence of the ever-changing characteristics of the real-world environment is that the DljLused for the security definition must encompass some features of the DML (Data Manipulation Language ).
Data sharabilitT he purpose of this concept is to avoid physical data redundancy present in early information systems, which was the *Example:ADABAS security system source of consistency problems and high storage costs. Lack of physical redundancy (which in some cases can be maintained for performance reasons or for connection data like in the 'Iphysicalpairingllof IMS)does not mean lack of logical redundancy. Generally the schema offers a user redundant logical structures which are desirable to present simple logical strut+ turea (Ilvirtualsource" concept in DBTG schema,ttvirtualpairingttin IMS...Thehe major consequences of this concept are the need for control of data sharing and modification by concurrent processes ("external integrity") and the inadequacy of user profile (identification/authentication) to achieve security.
Access flexibility
This feature is related to the powerful user interface provided in todayts general-purpose DBMS*S (a limited interface reduces the ability of a user to manipulate data base). This powerful user interface is characterized by potential ad-hoc processing. The first consequence of ad-hoc processing for security purposes is the possibility for malevolent users to indirectl retrieve the data (problems of in erence and reference). Another charac~er~st~c is the casual-user orientation attained by providing for high-level nonprocedural languages by which the users define what they want without any concern for the access-paths to the data. These access paths are 'tintelligentlyt! managed by the system at the access-path level below the logical levels (external and conceptual levels). This characteristic requires powerful direct controls (context dependent security,content dependent security) which cannot be provided by the security system of the underlying operating system(insufficiency of the user profil~s,passwords,need for-privacy and integri ty,complex constraints,fine grain of protection...). Therefore an independent security system must be designed for the general-purpose DBMS (we presently havẽ he same-trend to embed access control in programming-language design). Moreover, since user privileges are based on the characteristics of the stored data items, the solution of having a table of commands for each group of users is not satisfactory. A survey of the splitting between OS and DBMS security systems with its handling inexisting DBMS's is presented in details in31, Data base performance/efficiency The general trade-off in a DBMS(whieh is crucial in a distributed environment) is : -what is desirable at the user interface? -what could be efficiently implemented? This trade-off is more significant in a DBMS embedding its own security system. The performances of the whole DBMS must not be drastically cut down by the privaã nd integrity controls. J-r, &l ,overhead attached to direct access control has been estimated;a retrieval with a security verification which does not depend on the content of the data is in the order of 22 to 32 per cent less efficient than a retrieval without any control while it reachs 187 per cent for a content-dependent security control. Consequently the bulk of secompile~ime~Omus' be Performed at curity contro Data base administrator (DBA)
The DBA is responsible for the schema definition and specification,for the definition of access paths to data,the definition of access methoflsj.n the DBMS based on the access methods of the operating system and the physical distribution of the data on the physical devices. He is also responsible for defining the security system,the protection data (semantic constraints...) and the enforcement rules. For this purpose,the DBA needs $owerful tools to enter and manipulate protection data in the~ecurity system (high-level data security languape for defining and modifying the security information (both DDL and DML)....).
From the considerations noted above we can point out a dilemma for the enforcement of privacy protection in a general DBMS : the need for powerful controls and data independence require that access restrictions be stated at the logical level,at the highest level possible. This feature has the disadvantage of requiring that the software involved in the logical-physical mapping be secure. However,such a software which can be very large and complex,is not certifiable in the actual state of the art Therefore the dilemma is that we may have non-re..-liable powerful security system in DBMS ! Design principles for a data security mm"
The design principles that apply particularly to protection mechanisms are as follows : -Least privilege ; every process should operate with the least amount of access rights and-power necessary to complete its tasks. -Least common mechanism (isolation guide); in the structuralization of the system, the amount of common mechanism should be minimized.
-Complete mediation; every access to every object must be checked.
-Powerful and selective controls; direct access (macroscopic or not) and indirect access (masquerading,problems of inference/reference) must be controlled.
Powerful semantic constraints should be defined and enforced for privacy and integrity purposes.
The other characteristics which have been mentioned in the previous section are simplicity of implementation,small execution time overhead,flexibility,and failsafe default (mechanism. based on permission rather than exclusion,important for the inference problem).
In operating systems,associated with each type of object (files,devices...) there is a monitor which controls the access to these objects . The same concept can be extended to DBMS for the data security system.
In the following we discuss a data security system ( Fig.1) for privacy protection. It is convenient to regard all the information specifying the types of access subjects have to objects as constituting a protection state of the system The data security system encompasses two major modules,the authorization process and the enforcement process :
The authorization process which received a good deal of interest in relational data b~se systems (much more ig~~;%~in the other data models).9*27~28J The concept of data security languages 41 which embodies the DDL features with some power of a DML needs to be introduced to the authorization process for rivacy 7 protection (and integrity also . The purpose of this language is to enter and modify the protection data specified as part of the data definition (rather than as part of the user definition). A fundamental requirement of a data eecurity system is to provide a convenient interface for the DBA(s) to permit an easy$ consistent, and efficient way of defining and maintaining the protection data. This data security language is a powerful and flexible means of expressing complex access restrictions (privacy protection and security). This process also includes the following functions : authorization validation,translation of the data-security language expression into internal representation ; control of the display of the protection data. Some optimization can be performed at that level by storing only some Ifbasicff acct3SS rules whose llderivedlrules Callbe appropriate algorithm $~d~c~~$y~have not mentioned the kind of user interface we have. We could decentralize authority from the bottleneck of a single DBA at different levels and allow subjects to alter the protection state to a certain extent(case of discretionary systems).
-The enforcement process (~tchecker~l, )lcontrollerr~). This process is in charge of transacting with the requester,causi.ngsubjects to have access to objet-~sonly as permitted by the protection state,consulting the information provided bv the au!,llnrizatioi 4 recess and rendering a decision to the eta requests. he enforcement process determines whether the acce~s kequest subspace is contained within the subspace characterized by the access restrictions. One of the major issues is to ensure the re--liability of the enforcement process at every step (crucial in a distributed environment) Other issues concern the storage and maniI%ivacy Protection and Integrity Features privacy protection features F'rivacyprotection encompasses two generfl aspects,access control and user interface control. We are going to present them is turn by pointing out the major characteristics of these features.
Access control
The problem of access control has been studied in detail in the case of operatirg systems where important cõ~e n defined: c~pability '~~~~~f~;ent .enca~sulation ,and overallkernel pulation of the protection dat~in a perconcept-63. Some of these concepts have formant and reliable fashion. been~xtended to apply to data base management systems. For this reason,we rapidly examine the access control methods defined in operating systems. Access control in operating systems (OS) The principles of a protection system were initially formalized as a model defined by 50. The three basic elements,subjects (Sj),access types (tk), and objects (Oi) define a model for protection data which can be described by means of an access matrix,with subjects corresponding to the rows and objects to the columns. Access types are written in the intersection of rows and columns.Graha?n exte>ded34 this model by introducing the concept of domain of 7 rotection (for instance,Ring in Multics . The subject can now be regarded as a pair(Uj,dR), The most important aspect of the model is the notion that each process Uj has a unique identification number. These models assume that an access type applies uniformly to an obj& and all its components. Two basic implementations of this access matrix have been generally used for access control, one by row,the other by column. The two corresponding categories are respectively called Ilticketll or gtcapability''-orientedã nd "access-list't-oriented. In both cases protection data must be maintained bu+ the crucial distinction is whether the ? rotection data are maintained by users capability systems) or in relation with the objects (access-list system). In= yability systems,each subject must keep a Coilect~on OF keys for the objects of interest,keys issued by the owners of these objects with possible granting/revocation privileges(discretionary control orientation). These systems require each subject to save and protect the set of keys which he requires and present the correct key whenever a privilege is requested. They allow a very rapid implementation of access control at execution time. In access-list systems,the "checkern for each protected object includes or has access to a table of authorized subjects with an indication of the type of access authorized (tif),l-,ji~cretionavy control orientation). These syete:usrequire that the checker search his table whenever access is requested and oversee that all access conditions are met. The subject only needs to cater to identification/authentication information which will lead to the initialization of his profile. For this user-convenience reason,such systems could be appealing for data base management systems (as they are for file systems). These access-list systems permit the revocation of privileges without consultation with the subject who is losing the privilege. They permit an auditor to determine the range of access without having the access himself. Generally,they provide adjustability and make it easier to understand the implication of making an authorization. However,because of response-time requirements,the overhead of access-list resolution for each transaction may be prohibitive. This aspect is very important in generalized DBMS where efficiency is one of the basic requirements. This is the reason IMS has a !Iticket!t orientation visible to the end-user. This corresponds to the protection of the data objects by making use of passwords. The use of capabilities to check object at execution time could be combined with the use of data types to check object access at comDile time. Access controi in data base management systems versus operating systems. The models defined in operating systems are hanily adequate to protect data in a general DBMS. In both access-list and capability systems,what is controlled is access to the container of the data rather than access to the data itself. Neither system limits what a program can do with inform+ tions it has derived from data it was authorized to manipulate* (problem of userinterface control crucial in DBMS). ln operating systems,control mechanisms permit different users different ty es of access to the protected objects ? Read, Write,Execute,Merge,Sort,Append,Delete. .). In data bases,all users are essentially performing read access. Therefore,the access control mechanisms could not be basal on the type of access. More complex controls are required in a general-purpose DBMS to ensure : ,,-~;~container-dependent security (i.e. tljcannot access the domain SALARylI) -(ii) value-dependent security(i.e.''user Uj can retrieve the domain SALARY if,and only if,salary value is less than $2000t~) -(iii) context-dependent security(i.e. IluserUj cannot retrieve the domain SALARY together with the domain NAME IIor the DBA d;esntt want any user to obtain *due to functional access to the data... the following information,tlforthe same job,and the same qualifications,a male Employee makes more than a female Employee~?! !!). These controls expressed by privacy semantic constraints have to be stated in a 10 ical form and cannot be pro-+ vialedby a stralg t~rward capability or access--controlmechanism. Except for very rarely altered domains,contentdeped ent security must be enforced at execution time (the same kind of complexity and checking is required for integrity purposes). Compile-time-protection enforcement appears to be of much higher utility in DBI?Sthan in OS (where a rechecking overhead is generated at each recompilation). Consequently,highly constrained user interfaces are possible in DBMS,but not in OS. Two basic mechanisms have been defined to implement access control at the external level of a general-purpose DBMS (control of EXTERNAL ACCESS) :
Ii) views (subschema\)8_--(ii) query Modification"(o The former mechanism offers the users the sensitive data he has the right to manipulate;other data are hidden. Such a view is built (dynamically or staticly) from the global schema and the security constraints. In the latter mechanism,the user request is considered as a VIRTUAL one. The actual interaction with the data base takes place after appending (logical AND) the concerned security constraints to the user request;consequentl,vouch an interaction will Rot violate c(~nlrity These security schemes are compared in55.
Another contrast between the OS and DBMS access control mechanism concerns the grain of protection. If the grain is similar,the data security mechanism provided by the underlying operating system can be used for the DBMS protection (as noted in42 with Multics).
Generally the grain of protection Is finer in DBMS than in OS;therefore,we cannot use a capability mechanism to protect the access to a large number of objects,since it would carry a very high cost for storage and manipulation of capabilities. Moreover, in DBMS,different subsets of data may require different protection status. ln a DBMS, the definition of the data structure and the different access paths to the data (indices) have to be protected. Encryption could be a basis for the general access--controlarchitecture (only) when the grain of storage encrypted by an individual key matchea the protection grain (however,thi.sis inadequate for complex controls such as value dependent sectirity).Encryption is appealin-in 7 systems where MICROSCOPIC ACCESS access to the internal level of a general-purpose DBMS) is possible.
Another difference is connected to the handling of multi-object requests. In OS a complex operation is broken down into a set of access~~toindividual objects and each access permission is determined indp endently of the other. In a DBMS,a decision must be made whether the global request should be permitted in the first place. However,there are some similarities between DBMS and OS for data security. One of the most important similarities concerns the kernel architecture which corresponds to the desirability to partition the software into security-relevant and security-irrelevant portions;it is possible,through the simplification of protection features to reduce the size of the security-relevant portion to a limited !Ikernel!t which could be certified. Such t~~$;%:;l , 46, 48, 63, 64, 81 enhances the overall reliabiSome proposals to exterdthe access~atrix concept to DBMS have been made '2s They examine the possibility of extending the use of capabilities by associating procedures (which could implement valuedependent security) to them. The size of the matrix can be reduced by introducing user classes and data aggregates. In '2, an enforcement scheme is presented for data-dependent security,based on a security matrix and four security functions which can be invoked at translation or execution time. Value-independent privacy decisions can be enforced at translation time (needs to be exercised only once per request in contrast to value dependent security which requires evaluation for every data value). This distinction is appealing in a batch environment,not in an on-line application where one request at a time is processed.
User interface control
This aspect of privacy protection is concerned with INDIRECT access to the data and includes two basic problems : -the problem of reference -the problem of inference. The problem of reference concerns the disclosure of confidential information that the user has the right to manipulate but not the right to retrieve,whereas the problem of inference concerns the confidential information a user can deduce from a prior (authorized or not) knowledge of the data base. While the problem of reference was given some satisfactory solutions~~,59, that is not yet the case with the problem of inference where currently " " formal research is conducted y~?~~%:f5,65,82 . However,these problems are still open fields for investigation. They are problems about the control over what a user is able to do with the information retrieved from the data base 57,61,67. Problem of reference. Sometimes in order for some types of functional access to be accomplished (i.e.,compute the average salary,give a raise of 10% to all salaries) it is necessary for the corresponding application programs to give more rights to the objects that the calle~4had. This is called 'famplificationr! in
In addition, problems of reference can include the hiding of intermediate results of computation. This problem of reference can be satisfactorily solved by assuring a control over the internal behavior of user~s program which interacts with the data base Examples of shortcomings of dire t access control mechanisms are given in '7. Asatisfactory and more efficient solution based on the concept of abstract data type and indirect access to the objects via a Ilconfidencemodule~l57 whose output channels are 8trictl.ycontrolled.can be envisioned. Problem of inference . This problem is connected to the nowerful user interface available in toda~vs general-pur ose t DBMSfs and to s@tilstical DBMS1sl7, 5,65,82. A malevolent user could ltinferll confidential data from the outputs of a series of adequate requests (functional access, direct access) for which he is fully authorized (i.e.,combine the external knowledge he has of his salary or some other friends and the output of an '*appropriate'* functional access to deduce the salaries of employees he is not entitled to know). The direct access control solutions like query modification and tagging are shown to be inadequate in 2 . Proposed solutions are based on the analysis and control of the potential scope of users instead of the actual scope corresponding to direct access control (analysis of data independence) and on query history for a given user. In order to do so,the concept of !IconfidentialprOpOSitionstt is introduced in 2 and an exhaustive estimate,checking these propositions with the allowable requests,is calculated. If it fails,the request is discarded. The inadequacies of this scl-~tion are : first, that it could be too restrictive since most users are not malevolent a priori and it does not meet one of the basic objectives of general-purpose DBMS,availability; second,that such an exhaustive checking is so costly that the introduced overhead will reduce the performance of the system. (The impracticability of this scheme in a distributed environment is obvious). Consequently,this solution although it is formally satisfying is not practically appropriate in its raw form. It could be extended by restricting the checking to a limited set of 'confidential propositions" and allowable queries to decrease the control overhead.
However,the danger,as pointed out in 78 in this case,is that too much,instead of too little,may be released. Another promising approach has been proposed. It is based on an information flow graph 59 constituting a minimum security schema which encompasses domains and manipulation procedures as nodes and and access paths as vertices. Such a solution is to be considered with the other axiomatization studies conducted in general-7 urpose DBMS's(mainly relational ones .
Masquerading "!hojan horse!! problem !l'his is a basic problem in data base security where a malevolent user could either have microscopic access to the raw data (Countermeasure using cryptography),or downgrades confidential data from a high sensitive level to a lower level where unauthorized users can retrieve them (provisions similar to"'~propertytldefined in 48 must be taken in non-discretionary security systems like those used in a military environment% where hierarchic classes of users and objects are predefine). This problem is enhanced in a distributed environment since !Imasqueraded" users in a switching node can divert the flow of information received on that node to a malevolent end-user by manipulating the adressing information (contained in the packet headers when packet switching techniques are used) and issuing proper acknowledgements. !Che masquerading problem in its general form is connected with the confinement problem. The confinement problem presented in Sq asks whether there exists a mechanism by which a subject who is authorized access to an object can leak the information contained in that object to another subject not having authorized access. If it can be shown that no such mechanism exists in a security system,then that security system is vulnerable to masquerading. It is important to point out that abstract data types are inadequate for preventing such a leakage of information,since the authorized masqueraded user can have access to the encapsulated confidential data and manipulate them with the meaningful operations of the t pe. However it has been shown in4~that the confinement problem is undecidable for discretionary-security systems for which the access matrix is 'Ifully general" (no strict hierarchies are defined on the objects (classes) and the subjects (clearances)). These systems are then vulnerable to masquerading attacks. This is not the c $?F4?~6~0n-discretionarysecurity systems ,where the confinement problem is claimed to be decidable and masquerading could therefore be avoived.
Integrity features
The notion of integrity is closely connected with the notion of concurrency control (external integrity) and the schema (semantic integrity). A schema can be viewed as a set of assertions about the DB contents which remain invariant during processing. These assertions are called semantic rules.
Semantic integrity
Semantic integrity encompasses two aspects: the data structure definition and the internal integrity. In 3$ the value of predicate calculus is advocated for defining and evaluating integrity constraints which can be as complex as the privacy constraints. These constraints limit the states of a data base to those which conform with some expressed limitations. We can consider a value-dependent-security constraint as an integrity constraint in the sense that they both describe properties of and the relationships between data structures or data values,respectively,before granting access to a dedicated user or after some data alteration to check its soundness. The same mechanism can be INGRES ?8:+2';; g;;#%pw as 'n . Semantic constraints are more logically associated with the data than with any given user and these will have to be specified as part of the data definition rather than as part of the user definition (therefore the abstract data type concept seems promising for the schema specifications) Different levels of constraints can be defined in a data model. If we consider the relational model,two ty es of constraints have been proposed 89 for internal integrity (or privacy protection) : domain constraints which state properties that date items must satisfy (value-dependent orientation) and relation constraints which state properties of relationships that must hold between different relations or subparts of relations (non-value dependent, context-dependent orientation). External integritT he problem of internal integrity is increased if we consider concurrent access by more than one user. In addition,the~Y.+ ternhas to ensure that the users do notinterfere with each other during update operations,(problems of !Ilost update'',ffdirty read!l ...).To this end the system must provide external integrity mechanisms based on a serialization mechanism (locking,serializib~.lity graph,sequencing algorithm) which ensures the correct execution (with regard to integrity) of concurrent transactions.
The concept of TRANSACTION,detailed in36 and extended to distributed data bases in 37,represents an atomic interaction with the data bases -preserves internal integrity;a transaction encompassed atomic actions with regard to the operating systems; locking ensures that concurrent transactl~are serialized (their execution is equivalent to a serial one).
A locking mechanism has been almost exclu.. sively selected in commercial and prototype DBMSts (even in DBTG where the initial proposal based on a "monitoring" feature has been given up in the DBTG-type DBMS from UNIVAC,DMS 1100 54)
In a general-purpose DBMS lockin access-pith lev~lc~be -"high-level" (external level) 2 'Imed-leveltl !tlow-levelt~[ 4 internal level)5* 4 The major advantages of:.high-level locking,are the natural avoidance of the phantom-entity problem (locking objects which may not yet exist from being created),the reduction of the locking table (storage overhead... ),the useof predicates .... -Meal-level locking,are the ability to lock every access-path to the data in a uniform way and the combination of the advantages of high and low-level locking. -Low-level locking,are the efficiency in terms of availability (only the required entities are locked) and the possibility to use the OS locking features. Locking has as consequence the danger of deadlock. Five necessary conditions for deadlock have been pointed out in the literature24 concurrency (CNl),exclusive locking (CN2) incremental locking (CN3),circular waiting (CN4),lack of preemption (CN5). Solutions to the deadlock problem are :
ignorance (!) -detection/roll-back -avoidance -prevention (constraints are introduced in the allocation process to prevent dead. lock to occur by avoiding the feasibility Of one necessary condition at least;the corresponding solutions are pre-ordering (CNl),preclaiming (CN3),presequencing (CN4),preemption (CN5) Everest claims that prevention solutions are the only solutions feasible for a general-purpose DBMS24. The two solutions which have been largely reported in commercial and prototype DBMSts are :
-detection/roll-back54 &SYSTEM-Rl*5 ! -proclaiming (INGRES.. .) Many tradeoffs which are not detailed here are involved in the desi n of an external-integrity mechanism 7granularity of locks,degree of concurrency, consistedcy,frequency of detection calls ....)
An integrity system must also embody system routines for journaling,dumping, recovery,back-out, check-point-restart and detection.
Conclusion
In figure 2 we represent data-security features with their potential or promising solutions. We do not have place here to detail and discuss these solutions. Generally speaking,it should be pointed out that the more remote we are from the physical data structures,the more we can define powerful security mechanisms but the more complex is the implementation. and the more unreliable are the solutions.
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